Although analysis of heart rate variability is widely used for the assessment of autonomic function, its fundamental framework linking low-frequency and high-frequency components of heart rate variability with sympathetic and parasympathetic autonomic divisions has developed in the 1980s. This simplified framework is no longer able to deal with much evidence about heart rate variability accumulated over the past half-century. This review addresses the pitfalls caused by the old framework and discusses the points that need attention in autonomic assessment by heart rate variability.
Background
Analysis of heart rate variability (HRV) is widely used as a standard method for assessing autonomic nervous functions. Particularly, low-frequency (LF, 0.04-0.15 Hz) and high-frequency (HF, 0.15-0.4 Hz) spectral components of HRV are used as the separate metrics of sympathetic and vagal (parasympathetic) functions [1, 2] . The association between HRV and autonomic function was first reported in the 1970s [3] [4] [5] [6] , and the currently prevailing frameworks of interpreting the HRV frequency components (LF and HF) in relation to the autonomic divisions were established in the 1980s [7] [8] [9] . Over the next half-century, more than 28,000 HRV studies were published, including a lot of evidence indicating important limitations of HRV frequency components as autonomic indices [10] [11] [12] . However, it does not seem that enough attention has been paid to such alarming evidence even by recent studies using HRV.
Analysis of HRV frequency components (LF and HF) provides a powerful tool for evaluating autonomic nervous function by simply recording an electrocardiogram (ECG). Furthermore, devices that automatically analyze HRV from ECGs, and also from pulse waves, are widely used in recent years. As a result, using the autonomic nervous index output there without criticism raises the risk of leading a wrong conclusion or a judgment that may harm health. Considering the recent knowledge of the mechanisms that generate HRV, the framework directly associating the HRV frequency components with the divisions of the autonomic nervous system (sympathetic and parasympathetic) has become too simplistic and it may be the time of reconstruction. This review will discuss the pitfalls where studies using HRV for autonomic assessment may fall based on the accumulated evidence of HRV.
Main text
General problems in the assessment of autonomic functions by HRV Locality of autonomic neural regulations
The problem often seen in the studies of autonomic nerve function by HRV is interpretation as if HRV reflects the autonomic state of the whole body. The signals generating HRV are basically originated in the brain and mediated through the sympathetic and vagal nerves that innervate the sinoatrial node [13, 14] . Thus, the autonomic functions reflected in HRV are those regulating the pace-making function of the sinoatrial node. The autonomic nervous functions of other organ systems cannot be known from HRV. For example, food intake enhances parasympathetic (vagal) activity to stimulate digestive functions but it suppresses vagal activity to the heart to increase heart rate to a level that meets circulatory demand for digestion and absorption [15] . Although sympathetic regulation may parallel among cardiac, renal, and muscle sympathetic nerves [16, 17] , parasympathetic regulation is by function and therefore HRV cannot be used for estimating parasympathetic regulation other than that for cardiac pace-making function.
Short-term and long-term HRV analyses
Analysis of HRV is classified into two categories by the length of data recording [2] . Short-term HRV is typically calculated over 5 min, and the magnitude of frequency components obtained by spectral analysis is used for autonomic function assessment. Long-term HRV is computed over nominal 24 h and time-domain [18] and frequencydomain [19] indices, nonlinear indices [20] [21] [22] [23] , and indices obtained by signal averaging [24] [25] [26] are used mainly for mortality risk prediction.
However, there is a more important difference between short-term and long-term HRV than the length of the data. For short-term HRV, data are usually recorded under monitoring while keeping subjects and measurement environment in specified conditions, while longterm HRV data are usually recorded by wearable sensors in subjects who are freely moving under daily activities. This difference is important for the interpretation of long-term HRV and the mechanisms by which it relates to clinical risks such as mortality.
For example, decreased 24-h standard deviation of normal-to-normal R-R interval (SDNN), representative long-term time-domain HRV, is an increased mortality risk after acute myocardial infarction [18, 20] . This relationship is often described as cardiac vagal dysfunction to increase the vulnerability of the heart to ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation, but the autonomic nervous function may not be a sole determinant of 24-h SDNN. In a recent study using the big data of simultaneously recorded 24-h ECG and tri-axial accelerograms, we found that the major determinant of 24-h SDNN is day/night difference in R-R interval that was associated with the level of daytime physical activity [27] . This suggests that the association between reduced SDNN and adverse prognosis may be partly due to health conditions that restrict daily physical activity. Also, LF-to-HF power ratio (LF/HF) has been widely used as autonomic index, and it is well known that LF/HF increases with standing [7, 8, 28] . The major studies of the association between long-term HRV and disease prognosis reported that a decrease in LF/HF is an increased mortality risk [20, 22, 29] . In recent studies using big data of long-term HRV and accelerogram, we observed that the LF/HF reduces with the increasing lying period during 24 h (Fig. 1) [30, 31] . Decreased LF/HF in patients with adverse prognosis may reflect their daily life spending a long time in lying position due to health problems.
These indicate that long-term HRV is affected by physical activity and posture during the recording period and that the relationships with autonomic functions known for short-term HRV cannot be extended to the interpretation of long-term HRV. To use long-term HRV to evaluate autonomic nervous function during daily life, it is necessary to monitor at least physical activity and posture and analyze HRV in relation to them.
Separation of autonomic divisions by frequency Why 0.15 Hz?
LF and HF component of HRV is divided at 0.15 Hz. Classification at this frequency was proposed by Sayers [5] and supported by animal experiments [32, 33] . Among those, a study by Berger et al. [33] performed the transfer function analysis of cardiac sinus rate response to the broad-frequency electric stimulation of the sympathetic and vagal nerves in dogs. They found that the sinus node responds as a low-pass filter to fluctuations in either sympathetic or vagal tone, while the filter for sympathetic stimulations has a lower corner frequency (0.15 Hz) than for vagal stimulations (> 0.5 Hz).
It is believed that the difference in frequency characteristics between sympathetic and vagal heart rate controls arises from the difference in the signaling mechanisms between beta-adrenergic and cholinergic receptors. Changes in sympathetic activity cause the effects through several phosphorylating enzymatic processes in the intracellular signal transduction mechanisms existing downstream of beta-adrenergic receptors. Consequently, the sympathetic modulation of heart rate cannot transfer fast fluctuations (> 0.15 Hz). On the other hand, changes in vagal activity cause the effects simply by the conformation change of the membrane potassium channels with Ach. Consequently, the vagal modulation of heart rate can transfer fluctuations up to a higher frequency range. The cutoff frequency of 0.15 Hz, however, is the value obtained from dogs, and there is no convincing evidence as to whether the value applies to humans of all ages uner all conditions.
Sinus arrhythmias constituting frequency component of HRV
The message brought about by studies showing the difference in frequency characteristics between sympathetic and vagal heart rate regulations is often over-interpreted. It is not saying that the magnitude of HF component of HRV reflects cardiac vagal function but is only saying that when heart rate fluctuations mediated by autonomic nerves are observed in HF band (> 0.15 Hz), it is mediated by the cardiac vagus. Indeed, even if HRV in HF band decreased or disappeared, it may not necessarily mean a withdrawal of cardiac vagal activity or cardiac vagal dysfunction. This could happen when the respiration frequency is out of the HF band, such as slow breathing < 0.15 Hz (9 breath/min) like during deep breathing, or fast breathing > 0.4 Hz (24 breath/min) during exercise and in children. Also, even when heart rate fluctuation is observed in HF band (> 0.15 Hz), if it is not mediated by autonomic nerves (as discussed in the next section), the framework of frequency separation of the autonomic heart rate regulation cannot be used.
Considering the knowledge of the mechanisms that generate HRV, the framework to directly associate the HRV frequency with the divisions of the autonomic nervous system (sympathetic and vagal) is too simplistic and already classical. HRV should be described at least dividing it into individual fluctuations from the corresponding physiological mechanisms. It is well known that there are two major components in short-term HRV; respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) and a fluctuation at~0.1 Hz called Mayer wave sinus arrhythmia (MWSA) [2, 7, 8] . The autonomic mechanisms of RSA are discussed in later sections. The mechanism mediating the heart rate fluctuation at~0.1 Hz is believed to be the baroreceptor reflex cardiovascular regulation system, by which the fluctuation of arterial blood pressure at~0.1 Hz that are known as Mayer wave [34] is reflected in the fluctuation of heart rate [12, 35, 36] . Therefore, we named this HRV component "Mayer wave sinus arrhythmia [15, 37] ."
As mentioned above, when respiration frequency is < 0.15 Hz, RSA becomes a part of the LF component and the association between HF component and cardiac vagal function is lost. Additionally, when consciously breathing at~0.1 Hz, it may cause resonance among respiration, heart rate, and blood pressure through the baroreceptor reflex mechanism, by which RSA and MWSA are merged into a large single oscillation at~0.1 Hz [38, 39] .
Non-vagal HRV component in HF band
Even if HRV is observed in the HF band, it may not necessarily be mediated by autonomic nerves. This phenomenon has been known for a long time and has been reported in different terms including complex HRV [40, 41] , sinus node alternans [42] , erratic heart rate [43, 44] , and heart rate fragmentation (HRF; we will use this term in this review) [23, 45, 46] . This is a type of sinoatrial instability characterized by frequent (sometimes every beat) appearance of peak and valley in R-R interval time series despite that ECG shows sinus rhythm. By this phenomenon, switching between increases and decreases in heart rate occurs more frequently than those expected for that mediated by the vagus.
To quantify the level of HRF, Costa et al. [45, 46] developed a set of metrics including the percentage of the inflection point (PIP) and symbol dynamics [45] . Using these measures, they demonstrated that the level of HRF increases with advancing age and in patients with coronary artery disease [45] and that its increase is an increased risk of cardiovascular events and death [23] . Because the existence of this phenomenon appears as increases in the conventional HRV metrics such as the percentage of pairs of adjacent normal-to-normal R-R intervals differing by > 50 ms (pNN50), the square root of the mean of squared differences between adjacent normal-to-normal R-R intervals (RMSSD), and HF power, it may confound their associations with cardiac vagal function and with disease prognosis. In fact, this phenomenon is considered a potential cause of lesser prognostic relevance of the HF component than that of other HRV frequency components such as very-low-frequency (0.0033-0.04 Hz) and LF components [43] . Although the exact mechanisms for this phenomenon are unclear, alternative pacemaker shift within the sinus node caused by sinoatrial degeneration or disorganization may be a potential mechanism.
RSA and cardiac vagal function Non-vagal factors influencing RSA
Although the association between HF component of short-term HRV and cardiac vagal function depends on the neural mechanisms of RSA [47, 48] , many factors are known to influence the magnitude of RSA besides the cardiac vagal function. An increase in respiratory frequency decreases the amplitude of RSA (the range of excursion of R-R interval with respiration) [49] [50] [51] . Also, an increase in tidal volume increases RSA amplitude [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . These effects of respiratory parameters on the RSA operate independently of the level of cardiac vagal activity [54] . Therefore, when using RSA amplitude to evaluate cardiac vagal function, it is desirable to control respiration parameters in experimental protocol or to adjust their effects statistically.
Also, RSA amplitude may be affected by sympathetic nervous activity. Even though the sympathetic nervous system cannot transfer HRV > 0.15 Hz [33] , it may restrict the magnitude of cardiac vagal modulations of heart rate [55, 56] . Taylor et al. [55] observed that beta-adrenergic blockade increases RSA amplitude over a wide frequency range including > 0.15 Hz and concluded that cardiac sympathetic outflow reduces heart rate oscillations at all frequencies including RSA.
Neural mechanisms of RSA
Despite that RSA amplitude is widely used to estimate cardiac vagal activity that is controlling the level of heart rate, RSA amplitude and the level of heart rate are known to be controlled by different groups of vagal motor neurons [57] . Preganglionic cardiac vagal motor neurons are known to locate separately in the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (DVN) and in the nucleus ambiguous (nA) [57] . In cats and rats, C-fiber cardiac preganglionic neurons in the DVN shows regular ongoing activity that is unaffected by respiratory rhythm, while those in the nA fire with respiratory rhythm [58] . During embryonic development, the cardiac preganglionic neurons forming nA migrate ventrolaterally from a dorsomedial position, possibly of the DVN [59] . In axolotl, this neuron relocation occurs with the metamorphosis of the onset of air-breathing [60] . These suggest that during the evolution of air-breathing vertebrate, the nA was developed to "generate" RSA in addition to the DVN to control the level of heart rate.
Biological function of RSA
Beside its relationship to cardiac vagal function, RSA itself is recognized as a physiological mechanism to ensure optimal ventilation-perfusion matching within the lungs of air-breathing mammals [11, 57, [61] [62] [63] . A similar matching of the counter-perfusions with water and blood of the gills is also known in aquatic animals without the nA, but this matching is accomplished simply by adjusting the level of heart rate with ventilatory gill movements [64] . In air-breathing animals with reciprocal respiration, the presence of RSA may improve pulmonary gas exchange efficiency by matching the timing of alveolar air volume and alveolar perfusion within each respiratory cycle (Fig. 2) [61] . Because this mechanism could reduce the intrapulmonary shunt ratio by reducing ineffective heartbeats when the alveoli are contracting and it could also suppress the functional dead space by reducing wasted inspiration when alveolar perfusion is small, RSA seems a biological function to save the energy for circulation and respiration at rest-the period when the energy saving of the pulmonary circulation is more important to survive against hunger than responding to the demand for systemic circulation [11] .
Possible reason why RSA is associated with cardiac vagal activity If RSA and heart rate are regulated by different vagal motor neurons, direct relationship may not be expected between the magnitude of RSA and cardiac vagal activity to control heart rate. In fact, Goldberger et al. [65, 66] demonstrated the evidence of dissociation between RSA magnitude and cardiac vagal activity. They observed that bradycardia caused by cardiac vagal activation through baroreceptor stimulation with phenylephrine that increases arterial blood pressure is accompanied by a paradoxical decrease in RSA amplitude. This indicates that the degree of respiratory modulation of cardiac vagal outflow is not always parallel to cardiac vagal tone (mean activity level).
RSA as an indicator of intrinsic resting function
Nevertheless, why is the RSA amplitude widely used as an indicator of cardiac vagal activity? This is probably because RSA is an intrinsic resting function that appears when an individual is about to rest. In such situations, the nA and DVN are expected to work cooperatively for the common purpose-energy saving (Fig. 3) . This apparently indicates that RSA amplitude is a limited indicator of cardiac vagal activity, but at the same time, it suggests that RSA amplitude may be a useful indicator of resting function. The latter assumption seems supported by much evidence about the factors affecting RSA amplitude; i.e., RSA increases with supine posture [7] , relaxation [67] , and sleep [68] , decreases with standing [7, 8, 28] , physical exercise [69] [70] [71] , mental stress [72] , cardiovascular stress including baroreceptor stimulation [65, 66] , advancing age [73] , and compromised cardiac function [37, 74] .
LF component and sympathetic function
Although the power of the LF component and its derived indices (normalized LF power and LF/HF) have been widely used as an indicator of sympathetic functions (activity, predominance, sympatho-vagal balance, etc.), the validity of this use has been denied by a lot of evidence accumulated by numerous studies [12] . Unlike the studies specific to RSA in the HF component, this conclusion does not change, even if the discussion is specified to MWSA. Earlier studies proposed the LF as sympathetic component [8] , but the power of LF spectrum is not eliminated completely by beta-adrenergic blockade and rather Fig. 2 Schema of the effects of physiological RSA and its inversion (inverse RSA) on the relationship between alveolar gas volume and capillary blood flow during inspiration and expiration. Horizontal red bows and vertical green arrows indicate the volume of blood flow and the direction of gas flow, respectively. Physiological RSA improves respiratory gas exchange efficiency through matching between alveolar ventilation and capillary perfusion throughout the respiratory cycle, while the inversion of the relationship (inverse RSA) results in increased alveolar dead space (wasted ventilation) and increased intrapulmonary shunt. (Revised figure in reference [61] ) Fig. 3 Model of central regulations RSA and the level of heart rate by preganglionic cardiac vagal motor neurons. RSA is generated by the phasic control system located in the nucleus ambiguous (nA) that regulates the amplitude of respiratory modulation of cardiac vagal outflow, while bradycardia is derived by the tonic control system located in the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (DVN) that regulates average cardiac vagal tone. These systems work independently of HRV of each other and are stimulated (solid arrows) or inhibited (broken arrows) by different kinds of inputs. However, both systems appear to work in parallel and to link with each other, whenever the cardiac autonomic state changes along with the rest-strain axis. (Revised figure in reference [61] ) largely reduced by sinoatrial parasympathectomy [75] . Although the increase in LF power with standing or head-up tilting is often cited as the evidence for its association with sympathetic activity, postural increase in LF power is observed only in one-third of healthy subjects, no significant change in other third, and rather decreases in the remaining third [28] . While LF/HF increases with standing, this is mainly due to the postural decrease in HF power. Finally, LF power is not related to cardiac sympathetic innervation quantified by positron emission tomographic neuroimaging [36, 76] . There is no longer a convincing physiological basis justifying the assessment of cardiac sympathetic nervous functions whether by absolute or normalized LF power or LF/HF.
Conclusions
This paper described the major pitfalls of the assessment of autonomic function by HRV. Overall, HRV tends to be used beyond the limit of its capacity as a quantitative measure of autonomic function. Particularly, the framework to associate the HRV frequency components (LF and HF) with the divisions of the autonomic nervous system (sympathetic and parasympathetic) is already too simplistic, and it is the major cause of the pitfalls.
On the other hand, even if HRV is a limited measure of autonomic functions, it is still a fact that HRV is there. Except for some exception such as HRF, HRV is thought to originate from the brain and to transfer to the heart through the autonomic nervous system. Like the radio that extracts information from radio waves modulated by the broadcasting station, HRV analysis can intercept the information for circulatory regulation generated by the brain. We will be able to expect the continued development of HRV researches by aiming for a faithful and unbiased extraction of the information contained in HRV beyond the classic framework of LF and HF.
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